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Details of Visit:

Author: Uncle Pokey
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 9 Apr 2010 2.00pm
Duration of Visit: 2+hrs
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.tiny-tease.co.uk/
Phone: 07807989422

The Premises:

Originally I planned to travel to Bedford by train but union action made me contemplate driving from
Herts. In the event the union action was thwarted by the High Court so the train it was. A short taxi
ride (in fact it?s only around a 12 minute walk) and excellent directions meant I found her apartment
without difficulty. The apartment is absolutely fine ? indeed I thought it one of the best of any lady
I?ve seen - and I felt totally at ease as I entered (the apartment). Inside it is clean, warm and cosy.
The bathroom has an excellent shower and there?s a nice tub too which allows good exploration of
the wet arts

The Lady:

Daniella, AKA ?Tiny Tease?, a true ?pocket rocket? of a young woman, (31 she says) up for lots of
naughty things and very inventive. She?s 4?11?, blue eyed, has one of the cutest little bubble-butt
rears I?ve ever had the pleasure of gripping, nice breasts with sensitive and full nipples and a very
sweet pussy. Daniella is very well organised as to bookings. In talking to her I became confident
that she undertakes these matters totally of her own free will. 

The Story:

Daniella?s one page website gives a good amount of detail and has a couple of excellent pictures
revealing her lovely smile. It also has a link to ?another place? (where Daniella is known as Tiny-
Tease) and where there is much more information. In fact I am completely astonished that there are
scores of good FRs there and only one (until now) on Punternet. Her smile and the fact that she?s
so tiny and sweet attracted me immediately and my booking ? about a month in advance ? was
handled very professionally and thus Uncle settled back into four weeks of anticipatory lust.
The moment Daniella welcomed me I felt as though I?d known her for ages. With a nice mug of tea
we settled down on the settee and chatted away for a good while before moving to the bedroom
where we stripped off and got down to some serious and sensual snogging moving to ?beyond the
first date stage? very quickly. OWO on me was great and followed by me returning the favour and
then on with the rubber and into some proper shagging in a variety of positions. I introduced her to
?lying down doggy? which she greatly enjoyed as I was able to nibble her neck and ears whilst
enjoying the tightness of her pussy the more so as her legs were together. This position made us
both feel the need for a slash so off to the bathroom for some wet arts. Danielle is only a ?giver? but
that was fine with me. Afterwards a hot shower and fresh dry towels were provided. Back to the
bedroom for more sexual congress of all kinds. Great!
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At the end Danielle kindly offered me some refreshing orange squash. Much appreciated!
Having said our goodbyes I walked back to the station reflecting that I had really appreciated the
down to earth attitude, honesty, humour and eagerness to please that this little beauty possesses.
Her sensible pricing is just one aspect of her straightforward approach. She loves to have sex and
loves to engage a little with her clients within the realities of essentially commercial transactions. I
think I may need a season ticket to Bedford. Thanks Daniella!
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